
 

(ACADEMIC YEAR 2023-24) 
Activity report-10/06/2023 

 
Particular Information/Details 

Name of the Department B.Ed (Education) 

  Name of the Head of Department   Dr. Swarnalata Harichandan 

Name of Activity Storytelling as a Pedagogical Tool 

Name of the Activity Co-Ordinator Dr. Sati Shinde 

Contact no. of Co-Ordinator 7738378443 

Objective of the        Activity  The purpose of the workshop was to bring together and 
provide them with a platform to enhance their skills and 
knowledge in “Story telling as pedagogical tools”. The 
event aimed to foster collaboration, exchange ideas, and 
promote professional development among participants. 
 

Outcome of the       Activity  Students of F.Y.B.Ed and S.Y.B.Ed participated 
enthusiastically. They learned a lot about story telling as 
a pedagogical method. This was a good learning session. 
 

Start date of the Activity 10 June’ 2023 

End date of the Activity 10 June’2023 

Time of the Activity 3 -4pm 

Venus of the Activity Online (G-meet) 

No. of students/stake holders 
participated 

23    

Number of teachers participated 02  

Collaboration, if any - 

Contact details of collaborating agency - 

Summery: The workshop titled “Story telling as pedagogical tools” Was held on 10th March 2023 

via online mode. The program begins with the Digital lamp lighting and prayer of sarawati 
vandana. The Program arranged by Prof. Dr. Sati Shinde and Principal Dr. Swarnaltha 
Harichandran and Participated by B. Ed students. Host Reeta from SY B. Ed welcomed all the 
teachers and students. Priyanka Sharma and Neha More welcomed our special chief guests Mrs. 
Sarika Bichkar and Mrs. Deepali Gurkha. The purpose of the workshop was to bring together and 
provide better platform to enhance their skills and knowledge in “Story telling as pedagogical 

tools”. The event aimed to foster collaboration, exchange ideas, and promote professional 



development among participants. Reeta gave introduction on the topic Storytelling pedagogy is an 
educational approach that incorporates the use of stories as a central tool for teaching and learning. 
It recognizes the power of stories to engage students, stimulate their imagination, and facilitate 
meaningful learning experiences.  
The First Resource Person  
Mrs. Sarika Bichkar assistant teacher of KCG School Kalyan. She has been associated with 
Educational Institute for the last 22 years. Sarika Bichkar says pedagogy is a teaching method 
activates brains of the children. She explained Benefits, structures, types and 4 P’s (people, place, 

plot, and purpose) of storytelling and she taught how to use story telling method in Economic 
subject. It is clear to see that she was so interactive with her presentation and Communication skills. 
The Second Resource Person  
Deepali Gurkha assistant teacher of Ryan International school Sanpada and working with Byjus as 
Math’s and Coding Teacher. Deepali Gurkha is also alumni of our college.  She Says story telling 

method of teaching makes learning memorable, builds connection and Relaxes Students. It has low 
Barriers. She involved story telling method to solve linear equation. Math’s being hard subject she 

could explain it to us efficiently. 
Through this report we got to know a short summary of this workshop. The workshop was carried 
out efficiently without any errors and was very useful for increasing our basic knowledge about 
story telling as a pedagogical tool. We got to know more about storytelling, even though math’s or 
economics both are hard enough to confuse the students, and both the speakers with their well-
planned presentation were able to make it easier. She was very clear and concise. We want to thank 
all the member involved in this workshop and appreciate their effort for carrying out this event in a 
systematic way. We are especially grateful to both the speakers who had presented an excellent 
presentation in front of the students and look forward for more such events and workshops. 
 
Amount/Fund required, if any - 

Funding agency, if any - 

  Proofs and Documents attached: Tick mark the proofs attached. 
List of participants (Attendance with signature) 

Geo tagged Photographs of the activity/event 

Letters if 
any(invitation/communication/thanks/etc) 



Notices/circulars 

Feedback form - 

Feedback Analysis - 

Certificate issued - 

New Clip with details - 

Any other - 

  

 



  For IQAC purpose (To be fill up by Heard/Subject In charge/Committee Chairperson) 
 

Criterion Number Key Indicator Metric Number 

2 2.3.3 & 2.3.4 - 
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